ADVENTURE

Providing the ultimate space to spend holidays
together, the Adventure is the first of its kind.
Quirky features can be found wherever you look in
this well designed home, even featuring a bespoke
playroom for entertaining the children.
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Model illustrated 40 x 12-6– 2 bedroom.
Duvets, pillows, bedrunner, TV, DVD player, and all other ornaments are for display only.
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ADVENTURE
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Front French doors

40 x 12-6 – 2 bedroom/6 berth

STANDARD FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS
games room
OO Pull out bed in play room (single)
OO Game play bean bag cushion
OO Over/under bunk bed in children’s room with individual
reading lights
OO Central heating
OO PVC double glazing
OO Extra Insulation
OO Low energy lighting
OO Fixed L shaped seating
OO Free standing dining table and chairs
OO Black appliances throughout
OO Integrated fridge freezer
OO Integrated microwave
OO Integrated oven and grill with 5 burner hob
OO Recirculating extractor hood
OO Fixed wine rack
OO Family bathroom
OO Shower over bath complete with wet wall
and concertina bath screen
OO Shaver point to shower room
OO TV points in lounge, main bedroom and play room
OO Mirrored wardrobes in main bedroom
OO Over bed reading lights in main bedroom
OO Sockets with USB ports throughout
OO Coffee table
OO Fold out bed in lounge
OO Two large upholstered tub stools
OO Exterior light
OO Feature

POPULAR SELECTED OPTIONS
French doors including 2 downlighters
OO Pre-galvanised or fully galvanised chassis
OO Integrated wine cooler
OO TV point to twin bedroom
OO Gas strut metal lift up bed to master bedroom
OO Standard bedding set or de‑luxe bedding set (see pages 86–87)
OO One full size integrated appliance space
OO Environmental colours, rigid PVC, Canexel or timber cladding options
OO Front

Please see our matrix at the back of the brochure for a comprehensive list of options.
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